# Upfront

1 **The Big Question**
   - Is affirmative action necessary to overcome institutional racism?

5 **"What Will Happen to All That Beauty?"**
   - Black power in the banlieues
   - *Hisham Aidi*

12 **Anatomy**
   - Race and incarceration

15 **Black Is a Country**
   - Building solidarity across borders
   - *Kehinde Andrews*

20 **Map Room**
   - Mind the gap, ethnic divisions of London

# Black Lives Matter Everywhere

23 **"Not Blacks, But Citizens"**
   - Race and revolution in Cuba
   - *Devyn Spence Benson*

30 **Oppression Must Fall**
   - South Africa’s revolution in theory
   - *T.O. Molefe*

38 **How Are They Dying?**
   - Politicizing black death in Latin America
   - *Tianna S. Paschel*

# Conversation

47 **Our Issues, Our Struggles**
   - *Daniela Gomes + Janaya Khan*

58 **Portfolio**
   - Foreclosed City
     - A Barcelona neighborhood unites to fight evictions
     - *Guillaume Darribau + Brenna Bhandar*

71 **The Unintended Consequences of India’s War on Sex Selection**
   - *Jill Filipovic*

80 **Cambodia**
   - “Sometimes they burn the whole village”
   - *Douglas Gillison, 100Reporters*

88 **Big Pharma’s Taxing Situation**
   - *Khadija Sharife*

96 **When the Pope Turned His Back**
   - *Jonathan Power*

105 **Safety First**
   - Entering the age of artificial intelligence
   - *Sam Winter-Levy + Jacob Trefethen*

114 **Coda: In Living Color**
   - *Christopher Shay*
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